(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths
Possibility for future expansion to meet the growing

Challenges

Other thoughts

You have the land.

Carlin Springs Road will look like I-66 gridlock.

Terrible idea. Go back north APS! Buy the
Buck property...you have land there also.

I live in Glen Carlyn. With 3 schools on Carlin
Springs Road, we have enough challenges with
traffic, traffic traffic! Locating a 4th school on the
same property as Kenmore and Carlin Springs
Elementary is insane. All in our neighborhood are
opposed to this, it further detracts from the appeal
- peacefulness, quiet, of our neighborhood.
not sufficient space for full sports programs;
limited traffic patterns
None

Too many schools at one site (elementary,
middle & High

adding trafic to an already over-stressed S. Carlin
See above about traffic
Springs Road is unacceptable
3 schools close together alalready-no room for a
fourth

Consider Crystal City

I would be happy to send a child to a noncomprehensive HS, but to maintain equality
Traffic. Traffic. Traffic. It does not seem like a
across the county it seems like students would
Flexibility to expand by joining new HS with Kenmore good idea to build another neighborhood HS right have to be given the option to transfer to a
on the western boundary of the county.
comprehensive HS for sports, etc. That could
get very complicated and could make
enrollment uncertain and variable.
Traffic in area, Losing field space for sports

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

A high school on the Kenmore site would create
devasting chaos for the Carlin Springs area Kenmore has enjoyed a perfect place when it was at
students'' cars glutting the parling lot along with
the old site or now at the fairly new one. Don't
teacchers and everybody else - dreadful ND
disrupt it!
Dngerous traffic problems - more students afoot
on the streets - horrible decision!

Don't make life more difficult for the Glencarlin
community!

Would be nice for these students to already be
familiar with the campus/make-up/drop-off routine
already. Almost like making another 6-12 option.

I think adding a new neighborhood HS either
here or at the Career Center Site is preferable
to just making an existing school even bigger.

good to have another neighborhood school ;hate
busing all of these kids around

wouldn't have the same opportunities as kids at
the other high schools - not cool

Best option so far.

Will need to be expanded to regular high school
over time.

This would seem to be the most viable way
toward a fourth neighborhood high school,
which is what is needed.

This is a terrible idea! Traffic along Carlyn
Springs is already awful every day. Adding a
Middle school student walkers already make
fourth school to this strip is completely untenable dangerous pedestrian decisions.
as well as unsafe for students.
None

Traffic on Carlin Springs is already a nightmare,
this would make it even worse

Location is more central overall for the county and
could pull from both North & South Arlington

not ideal to have MS and HS students so close in
proximity

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

Traffic impact will be catastrophic with 2 schools
already on the site and Campbell a couple blocks
away. The loss of field space would also be
disastrous for already limited resources for after
school sports as these fields currrently are
packed every evening. The traffic on carlin
springs is terrible as is .

This is the best option. Build a 1300 seat high school
now, co-located with the middle school. Eventually
build a new middle school and the Kenmore campus
can become a 4th comprehensive high school of a
size comparable to the other three.

This is the only option that allows for a
desperately needed 4th high school. $150
should be enough to build something that has
similar amenities and offerings to the other
schools. This campus is as large as the
Wakefield campus; making it a high school
makes the most sense
W&L high school is too large. Need to build
another option. Kenmore site is probably a
good option.
If located near Kenmore, I think this kind of
neighborhood school would remain the least
desirable high school for many, many years to
come. Also, the area near Kenmore already has This is by far the worst proposed option.
traffic congestion on Carlin Springs. There are no
other North-South streets that can relieve the
congestion.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

Is it fair to have a neighborhood school where the
students won't have access to "all of the activities,
programs, and courses that are presently offered
What APS needs is to move the middle school and
at Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown"?
place a 1900 seat comprehensive high school on this
Unlike county "choice/charter" schools, these
property.
students have not selected to give up the
comprehensive hight school experience. Again,
this will negatively impact these students.

On the edge of the county, traffic is terrible in the
mornings with three other schools in a half-mile
radius, would lose precious field space
Very few. Backing up to route 50 could disrupt less
homes

traffic impact. Cost for new fields and larger
structure could be cost prohibitive. More impact
on south arlington

2nd option behind WL option

As above there is not positive side to having a
I do NOT support a high school in that area. It would
high school in that area. Carlin Springs Road can
cause MAJOR traffic and commuter problems
barely accommodate the traffic now
Keep the MS as is
Good location

benefits of all other HSs not available at new
school/has to be choice school

equity issues if you make this a neighborhood
school and there will be too much traffic

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

None

All neighborhood high schools should offer the
same activities, courses, etc... You run the risk
of creating a second tier school
This isn't going to give the county or this
community what it needs.

None

Other thoughts
If options are limited kids will feel they are
going to a second rate school. A small
neighborhood school is a bad idea unless it
offers something unique that no other high

Why not put the full amount of seats we need
in this space and put a middle school at the
VHC Carlin Springs option.

The surrounding neighborhoods will be poorly
impacted. Carlin Springs RD is already way too
crowded with cats in the morning as well as kids
trying to walk to schools (an elementary school is
also there). The Glen Carlyn community would
suffer. Not a good location for a HS.

Try to allow for dual use buildings. 9th grade
It is too crowded wtih Kenmore and Carlin Springs
academy is a better idea, especially if it can be
elementary already there. Building a new building
scaled for a 6th grade academy, etc. to meet
very expensive
needs
Existing APS property that can accommodate a new
This is the best option - please build a new 4th
HS; does not overcrowd any of existing HSs.
HS at Kenmore
Already so much traffic in that area

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

I do NOT see any strengths.

1) May not be able to offer all of the programs,
acti.vities, and courses that are currently offered
at the three existing Arlington high schools. 2)
Do you want high school students on a campus
adjacent to an elementary school campus? 3)
Danger to students due to the traffic on Carlin
Springs Road.

Adverse impact on small area that ALREADY
HAS 3 SCHOOLS. The area cannot handle
any major traffic.

maybe make this an option school whereby
parents would know they won't get all of the
activities, programs, etc. at the other high
schools

build a 1300 neighborhood high school

1) A middle school and a high school sharing
space and adjacent to an elementary school site.
There are already 3 schools in a very small
2) May not be able to offer all of the programs ,
geographic area. Please do NOT add another
activities, and courses as the other Arlington high
one. Traffic is already very bad.
schools -- an equity concern. 3). Too much traffic
for the students and the neighborhood.
New school in central Arlington to serve students
who would come from local areas.

Need to build. Overlap with MS?

None

More traffic on Carlin Springs, might take close
neighborhoods from W-L and IB program

There should not be a high school created
that, going in, we know will have less to offer
than the other schools.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths
Provides a smaller school that could draw from
existing high schools, would not create a massive
burst of traffic all at once, would allow students to
grow up together, would have adeqaute field space

Challenges
May not offer activities, programs, and courses

Other thoughts
If there were a place to move Kenmore
(possibly co-locate with Arlington County
facilities -- community center?), new HS could
expand as needed for eventual peak APS

the traffic at Carlin Springs and Route 50 backs
up mulitple times a day and adding seats to this
site would make even more traffic; also it doesn't
make sense to build a high school on a spot that
you already know will not be able to offer all of the
amenities at the other high schools, that is a very
unfair decision to give to those in the immediate
community; why would that be the best feasible
solution when a middle school would be displaced
and another high school is within two miles

One of the few larger areas of land that can be
developed for a new school

Traffic patterns surrounding Kenmore are already
bad and will get worse unless new traffic patterns
or streets are created

my high school had 1300 students and seemed
comprehensive enough

entry/exit from Carlin Springs road is already
problematic. This would make things worse.

Best available option; real plan should be full HS
here and move the MS.

This is the only realistic space for a full HS at
Carlin springs cooexisting with HS program; traffic this point. Until APS committed to the new ES
at TJ that could have been a good site...

Making this a magnet school, perhaps for the
arts, would be attractive.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

few or none

severe traffic on Carlyn Springs Road, safety
Very bad idea--the area cannot support that
issues for students crossing Carlyn Springs Road many more students

Kenmore site has the most room to accommodate a
new high school without crowding the middle school None
or the neighborhood.

Other thoughts

New school should be built at Kenmore or
Washington-Lee.

kids are basically in competition with one another
when applying to college. it would be terrible for a
short commutes to school = more time for everything
child to not have an opportunity to develop an
else
interest or skill because it isn't offered at their
neighborhood school.
Lots of space
Space available
Could become 4th comprehensive school
Have the land/space already. Alleviate enrollment
pressure on current High Schools

Not much parking
Mix middle and high school students on same
campus
Western edge of county
Could involve redistricting- always controversial.
What is the appeal if its more limited in
offerings??

a high school in a different part of the county
would be good
Would allow for additional expansion if middle
school can be relocated
Has space & potential to be a real HS
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site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
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*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
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Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

None.

Safety and traffic are two major concerns. I have
lived within a mile of Kenmore Middle School for
the last 10 years and know this area well. I also
grew up several block from a high school (Lower
Merlin in PA). You cannot put high school
students in such close proximity to an Elementary
school. I also anticipate students being hit in
Carlin Springs road, as students will park in
neighboring Glencarlyn and crossing to access
the 7-11. It would be foolish to put 1,300 student
here with traffic.

Without a comprehensive traffic surgery, this
would be a huge mistake. You will have many
accidents on Carlin Springs and will make it
impossible to travel up and down Carlin
Springs road. This will pose serious issues for
ambulances and completely change the
Arlington bus times. This will also infringe on
the neighboring Glencarlyn community, which
is the oldest in Arlington and should be
preserved as is. Glencarlyn, with limited
sidewalks and a preschool, is not a place that
can

Building a new high school

Not giving the new high school a focus as a
countywide option school

A new countywide option school focusing on
something like STEM or world languages
would be better than a new neighborhood

Land is available

We do not need another sub-par high-school
without activities, program and courses

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

none

It would completely overwhelm traffic on Carlin
Springs Road and Arlington Blvd., 4 schools in
less than a mile would far too much
concentration. Elementary schools and high
schools don't belong together. There would be a
huge loss in open space. Public athletic space
would be lost. A great deal of neighborhood
parking would be lost.
Would this be option or required? Because
smaller, should allow transfers to larger HS for
student very interested in sports or particular
activity not offered.

A new HS in a central location. 1300 is a good size
and students could get more individualized attention.
not enough added seats

Other thoughts

too many kids coming through the pipeline

design multi-purpose facilities.

Why CAN'T APS ensure that this new,
smaller 1300 seat HS would have all the same
I don't think HS and MS students should be in the
programs, activities and courses that the other
same space/facility b/c 6th graders are too
APS HSs have when lots of smaller districts
small/young to be around 12th graders.
around the country are able to offer a diverse
body of activities with smaller student bodies?
TRAFFIC!!! TRAFFIC ALONG CARLIN
SPRINGS IS TERRIBLE ALREADY!!!
Boundaries need to consider diversity balance
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site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
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Strengths

Challenges

New dedicated high school in an area with land to
build accordingly.

This option, regardless if built at Kenmore or
another location, should offer the same education
offerings as the sister schools (i.e. Wakefield,
Washington-Lee and Yorktown). With a child at
ASFS, I'd like to see a STEM option.

Like adding additional neighborhood school;

sports

Other thoughts

I don't think Arlington need another school – in
addition to the one at the career center and
the new technology focused school – that is so
specialized. With our growing population, it
seems smarter to use the funds to begin
construction of a full-sized new high school
with all necessary programs/amenities.
Wrong location; cannot handle traffic
Best option! Enables future fourth comprehensive
high school. Adds a fourth school in the South.
Promotes neighborhood schools.

Traffic - but that is a problem everywhere!

Many parents are seeking a smaller school
environment for their children.

Lack of amenities. Transportation complications.

Centrally located within the county; potential
resources for middle school too

Keeping middle school students safe; maintaining
space/delineation so MS students don't feel
overwhelmed

A smaller high school might be a good thing
space

What would make this school be attractive to
students?

What is the purpose of this school? Does it
have theme such as Self Directed Learning
(HBW) or STEM (Arl. Tech)?

Another neighborhood high school requires
fewer kids to be bussed
How would not offering all traditional activities
effect a student's college applications?
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Strengths
Like bc would be distinctly separate HS from MS and
not just adding onto a HS
Most flexible option. Pathway to 4th .comprehensive
High school. One of largest APS land parcels!
Creates more high school seats in the West/South.
Could be a second highly diverse school like WL.
Lots of walkers = fewer buses. Comprehensive
schools build community!
Much bigger campus and open space to take
advantage of, would create a new 'neighborhood'
draw.

This option creates an actual school with space for
fields and extracurricular needs. It can also later be
converted to a larger school once the need arises in
a few more years.

NONE!

Challenges

Other thoughts

Traffic, but that can be overcome and having
elementary, middle and high school students on
We don't need a pool at every high school!
same road spreads traffic out during morning and
afternoon with different start/end times.
This would create a continuum for students
Need to create more pathways off of 50 or Carlin
and families, similar to
Springs to assist in traffic flow.
Discovery/Williamsburg.
Traffic along Carlin Springs road. This can be
addressed, however, by better management
along the road. Lights need appropriate
sequencing and limitations on left turns from on
all but the roads with lights would alleviate most of
the current traffic and any additional from the high
school.

Acquiring the Virginia Hospital plot down the
street in the swallowed allow for a middle
school to replace Kenmore to become
structuring that site, allowing the new high
school room to grow to at a later date to a size
matching the other 3 comprehensive high
schools in the county.

EVERYTHING
Never, never, never. Terrible idea.
Traffic in the neighborhood is already unbearable,
3 schools on top of each other, awful idea
this would make it worse!
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Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

Kenmore was designed for middle school and suits
the current program

Carlin Springs Road is congested and getting in
and out of the school site and neighborhood is
already a challenge. Does not seem to be viable
alternate way on and off that site to alleviate
traffic. Determining boundaries to draw from is a
concern to create a diverse school population for
high school.

Having students K-12 on the same property is
concerning for social reasons. Managing
arrival and dismissal is a concern. Monitoring
students safety in the neighborhood and parks
could be a problem.

What is there not enough room for if you build two
schools at this site? Too few fields?? Cities have
A middle school and a high school on the same site--figured out how to do gym classes and sports
a model used all over the country with success.
without fields for decades. Add a floor if you need
another gym or theater.

Please be explicit in "not able to offer....": do
you mean: no room for athletic fields (so no
sports) or no room for auditorium (so no
drama/music) or what?? The tradeoffs are not
clear.

Great idea!
None.

Too close to elementary and middle school; loss
of open space for those schools; too much traffic;
three schools in iimmediat five blocks
too much traffic on Carlyn Springs Road

Near rt 50

Traffic on Carlin Springs rd. Clustering of 4
schools in 1/4 mile area, no option for sports

Vandalism and crime already happening from
Kenmore middle school students cutting
through Glencarlyn

All the high schools should have similar
resources.

A under-resourced neighborhood school in a
Hispanic enclave is not going the right

Smaller high school which is a positive! Kenmore
stays a M.S.
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Strengths
Space is available
There is far more room here for additional kids.

Separate facility for students who need a smaller
learning environment.

HB Woodlawn type HS. If the county wants smaller
class sizes, this is a good place to start.

Challenges
Traffic w school density would be bad. No space
for stadium, etc
We SHOULD Be building a 4th comprehensive
high school here and looking to relocate Kenmore
Middle.

Other thoughts
Too many schools too close together.
We need a 4th comprehensive high school.
Please stop ignoring the demand for this.

Way too close to middle school. High school
students really do negatively affect those middle
schoolers who are highly at-risk for skipping and
drug/alcohol use. The traffic situation would be
horrible. I worked at Kenmore and also had a
child at Kenmore so I speak from personal
experience.
Why not take this opportunity to branch away
from our commitment to Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science & Technology and
If the county wants to create another HB
position the new school as our commitment to
Woodlawn type HS, then how to convince families advanced High School Education. Arlington
to attend if our current South Arlington HS is not already has neighborhoods that believe we are
at 100% capacity.
second to none. Arlington High School
graduates are marginalized by our own State
Universities when it comes to acceptance, but
TJ graduates seem to get first choice and they
I'm certainly in favor of more, smaller schools.
So a new HS @ Kenmore works for me.
(Sorry to loose the fields around Kenmore
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Strengths
A co-located M.S. and H.S. might create some
efficiencies for space

Challenges

Other thoughts
If APS creates a new high school without the
I don't want my tax dollars funding a broader high
same programs as others, then it should be an
school experience for some kids but not the
options program that students choose freely
unlucky few who are zoned for a school without
with full knowledge that programs will be
the same programs - that's not fair
different.
parking, high school students mixing with middle
school

No real strengths here.

This option proposes to zone a small number of
kids to a high school that would NOT offer them a
full high school experience. This may be a fine
option as a choice school, but not as a default (or
no other option) school for such a large number
of kids. Tax dollars shouldn't go to pay for a full
high school experience for only most kids -absent the choice for a different experience.

It serves the area with enrollment growth. I think
most parent are in favor of a comprehensive high
school. It does not create on huge high school and
two much smaller ones.

Traffic

Such a central location would be great for a high
school.

APS must work with the county board to re3 schools (elementary, middle, and high) in a
design some streets and street lights for better
VERY confined space. Traffic will be horrendous.
entry/exit.
accessibility, including parking, destruction of
existing green space for recreation

I believe this is the best option for the county.
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Strengths

Challenges

None

Traffic

Reduces overcrowding at Washington-Lee
This is necessary to accommodate growth.

This is not a comprehensive high school and
students will not have all of the opportunities
available at the three comprehensive high
schools
Redistricting current high schools.

Area already has two elementary and one middle
school within walking distance of each other.
High school would be located between an
School would be located between Wakefield and the elementary school and middle school. Bulk of
two north Arlington high schools
students in high school would need transportation
to reach school over roads that are a all ready
congested during work hours. Limited parking in
the area.

Other thoughts
As a neighbor in Glencarlyn, this option
sounds like a traffic nightmare for us. Please
don't put the high school on the Kenmore site!
This location should be used to create a fourth
comprehensive high school, with the middle
school possibly being relocated elsewhere.

Property for school borders on Fairfax
County/Falls Church. No advantage to have
elementary, middle school and high school
located adjacent to each other.

May pull more affluent students into the South
Arlington school environment

Traffic is already terrible there. Not easy to walk
to for kids who have to cross Rt 50.

THis is the best option. We need to build a new
school and Kenmore is the best location for it.
Relieves pressure of huge high schools, including
congestion and safety concerns

All challenges associated with establishing a new Given county's growth needs and high quality
school
education this seems to be the only good

None

Not an ideal HS experience for kids. Why do
some kids get the full HS experience with
activities on our tax dollars and not others.
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Strengths

Challenges

This is the best option--best utilization of significant
space

Other thoughts
what wouldn't be able to be provided to a
"neighborhood" high school specifically?
Need to look at options of increasing by more
than 1300 students in anticipation of continued
growth. Unclear why more seats can't be
gained in this location

Terrible idea. Creates a second-class school for
second-class South Arlington. Who wants a
school lacking in educational programs and
services? Mixes HS, MS and Elementary school
students.

Besides creating a lousy school, it also
creates a traffic and scheduling nightmare for
this corner of Arlington along Carlin Springs
Road.

small environment

Lack of full comprehensive school amenities.

I can't understand why we can't come up with
an option that allows FULL opportunities at a
hs? Would students be districted to
participate in sports at their "home" school?
What about clubs and other activities? How
can you support having a school that is less
than what we already have? It would be
another "program" like H-B which may not be
a good fit for many students in the county.

YES! This is the best option.

Providing activities. programs, and courses that
the other high schools have either with online
courses, busing to other high schools, etc.

plenty of space

location

I think this option makes the most sense
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Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

You get 1300 seats

Carlyn Springs Road becomes more of a
nightmare. GLencarlyn becomes a parking lot for
students, faculty & visitors. You eliminate the ball
fields & tennis courts. You put a high school next
Expand the existing high schools.
to a grammar school. The flow of traffic onto and
off of Rte. 50 at school opening and closing times
will tie up traffic in both directions, as well as both
directions on Carlyn Springs Road, drastically.
inequitable solution if HS would not be able to
offer same activities, programs, courses etc. as
the other high schools
adding high school to that spot would add too
many students and not good to mix middle and
high school wiht so many students

Carlin Springs is already heavily travelled road
and not very wide. adding 1300 high school
students many of whom drive does not seem
like a good idea

I am concerned about the access/traffic in that
I like this option as this provides an option to convert
area as well as the geographic balance for
Kenmore into a "comprehensive" HS in the future.
locations of high schools in Arlington.
size

community

probably best saved for future larger project
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High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

There is a lot of space at this site.
located.

Challenges

Fairly centrally

Not fair to have this be a 'neighborhood' if it isn't
going to offer all courses/programs

Other thoughts
If you want to put it here - make it an
option/choice school OR as I mentioned
earlier, have a countywide lottery. OR, why
not turn this into a full sized comprehensive
high school? Seems like plenty of room. The
county would have to help with traffic etc and
KMS would have to be relocated.

Centrally located, could draw from north and south
arlington
best option, good location, seems to have to space
and would serve as a real neighborhood school

None

Huge. Huge. Traffic issues on an already
incredibly trafficky Carlinhos Springs Rd, the
middle school and elementary school students
PLEASE DO NOT put a high school at the
there do not need driving high schoolers all over Kenmore site!!!
the area, not to mention the noise and foot traffic
it will create for the surrounding neighborhood.

None

We do not need a high school at this location.
Even more traffic on carlin springs road, students,
Please look for alternative locations that are
parking issues in glencarlin neighborhood,
more suitable in Arlington.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

None

Student Safety: It isn't a good idea to place a
high school adjacent to an elementary or middle
school with additional student drivers of high
school age. In addition, the challenges of
negotiating an already overcrowded Carlin
Springs Road with more traffic, inclduding
additonal schooldbuses is very problematic.
Building and additonal school will leave no room
for ball/soccer fields, community tennis courts
and certainly will lead to parking challenges
greater than even currently .

It will also produce a more dangerous
intersection at S. Manchester and Rt. 50,
Arlington Blvd as more buses and student
drivers will have to enter and leave by the
service road. The service road is difficult to
maneuver now with only one lane available
because of parked cars. This site should
NOT be considered for a new high school.
There are already 3 schools within a half mile.

None

This area is already way too crowded with
multiple schools, heavy traffic. This school would This would be a terrible location for a school
be unable to offer all fo the services and activities and I am strongly opposed to it.
that a school like W&L can offer.

ABSOLUTELY..it is the best option as it provides a
new HS in a new area and draws from overcrowded
schools

normal new building stuff

make it a HS/MS campus ...keep the MS
school there...lots of places have that...not a
new concept
I support. BUT, if there is a concern about HS
immersion not being "available" to all students
because, practically speaking, Wakefield is
too far away for many (which I don't agree w),
why not make this new HS at the centrallylocated Kenmore site THE only immersion HS
and Wakefield remains a neighborhood HS?

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Small high schools have been shown to better
support learning, especially among students of
poverty.

The school board should work collaboratively (is
that possible??) with the county and state to
mitigate traffic concerns.

Adds needed capacity without overcrowding other
schools

Students may not have access to the same level
of education and experiences if activities,
programs and courses are limited.

Other thoughts
Love (not) how this one gets the
asterisk—warning! warning!—while the 3,000seat WL is all la-di-da... how about a note of
caution that students at a 3,000-seat high
school won't have equitable access to
athletics, arts and music programs, etc.

expensive neighborhood gets and exclusive,
much smaller HS. Classic Arlington. And, the PTA
funded your campaign here again - didn't they?
We know ATS does and has for a long time. This If this school happens, it needs to be lottery.
is outrageous. You're proposing to blow up W-L, You're favoring a neighborhood that happens
when you never planned for its real size since you to be very wealthy, this is wrong.
began construction on the new building but are
going to give an exclusive neighborhood an
exclusive HS? What's wrong with you people?
Would the neighborhood kids get the option to
go to a bigger school if they want? Maybe
make it a school that offers more challenging
curriculum (STEM) and not a neighborhood
high school.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths
It's a good location for a HS (not near others) and
there is a good amount of open space there--which
is hard to come by in this county. Good access from
A lot of land here- and the campus could be come a
6-12 community

Challenges
There would already be a MS and and ES very
close to the building--adding to traffic, albeit
staggered.
outdoor sharing of space is hard,

Other thoughts

This is a good idea- but would need traffic
modifications etc

Could contribute to gang problems locating HS
So great, but not the Career Center site. Could save Impact on instruction with ongling construction.
with MS. OR it could be greater resource to
a lot of hassle for families with children in multiple
Carlin Springs is already overly congested. Safety
community if appropriate programming is
grades. Space is available.
issues with proximity to Rt 50, parking problems,
delivered.
Kenmore property can't support an elementary,
New school needs to support full range of
We need a 4th comprehensive neighborhood school middle, and high school due to traffic / field size /
activities -- it can't be a 4th rate choice
etc

Fieldspace, cost/not moving the MS.

Traffic/not moving the MS - lot of schools packed
along Carlin Springs Dr; Boundaries - how will
Acreage and cost are the biggest strengths of
they be re-drawn with Wakefield so close and
this option, but the boundary and traffic
Yorktown also along the eastern border of the
challenges are not to be ignored.
County?

None

Roadways surrounding Kenmore site cannot
withstand any additional traffic. .

can't think of any

Not offering the same activities as other high
schools - feels like it should be a choice school if
that is the case. Also already have a middle
school and elementary school there - lots of traffic
concerns and mixing of students

this seems like an option that is NOT well
thought out. I could see a full HS there with all
the activities and programs but not a smaller
version

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

None

Too much traffic in an already crowded area.
Lacks comprehensive school, enrolled students
are at disadvantage compared to other high
schools.

least preferred option.

Space seems to be best of all three options, Location
in S. Arlington connects with diversity of location,
Three schools sharing one spot might be tight
location near Rt 50 makes transportation easier,

I think this is the best option

a neighborhood school high school that doesn't
offer all/most of the activities, programs and
courses that the other 3 HS offer would be seen
Very large location can adequately accommodate the as a disadvantage, these students didn't have a
mixed use site; centrally located in the county
choice to pick this school, it was their
neighborhood; they are disadvantaged if they
don't get access to the same clubs, arts, sports
etc. as others

why is this site not considered an option for an
additional IB or other speciality focused high
school curriculum; then at least if the other
activities, programs and courses are NOT
offered like at the larger 3 high schools, then a
choice has been made knowing you've chosen
the curriculum over the activities

Uses land and a school site to add seats. Good
option. Has enough space for parking and growth.
Close to 50 and good transportation options.

Less green space for existing schools.
losing space for possible elem or middle school
expansion

I wonder about a campus that goes from ES to
HS. Are there any concerns about the diverse
age mix and what it means for younger kids, in
particular. Lessons from elsewhere?
loss of field space in a high density area (7000
residents in Arlington Mill Civic Association)

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Smaller schools always creste a better work
environment

Unless it's is going to be a magnet schools that
had a strong programming draw like IB or HB,
the county will have the same demographic
issues is has with Wakefield being too heavily
concentrated with a low income population

Other thoughts

By far the best of the presented options.
This idea does not make sense to me; smaller
sites should be for choice options as it is not
equitable to not have all of the services
consistent across schools funded by the same
tax base

None

Traffic - 3 schools on one site is just too many

smaller may allow for more student engagement,
walk-ability if neighborhood attendance

The reduced activities, programs and courses
could be a significant detractor depending on how
significant the differences were between the new
school and other high schools. If the school were
If this school were chosen, it would be great to
able to offer the full compliment of AP classes,
build on the strengths of Kenmore and have
arts programs, and athletic and non-athletic after
robust STEAM and Arts programs.
school programs but lacked specialized programs
such as IB, that may be a reasonable trade-off.
But if students did not have access to music, arts,
sports, AP, etc., that would be unacceptable.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths
Make it both a middle school and high school
campus as most communities do
I highly agree that making Kenmore a high school
would balance out the overcrowding at W-L and give
a balance county wide for the Rt 50 and surrounding
area neighborhoods. W-L and Yorktown are too
close locaton wise and the volume is just too high for
the northern part of the county. I would be
concerned the diversity would be greatly affected at
W-L however and that school would become more
like Yortown with the 2 schools in the north with

Challenges

Traffic would be a nightmare getting in/out of that
area due to the current design of the roads and
parking etc. It could greatly impact in a negative
way those surrounding neighborhoods.

There needs to be a better articulation of what
could be at this school. What would draw
students and families if there are limited
programs? An arts focused school? The
expanded languages or IB site? No one seems
to have really tried to flesh out this option.

None
Need a fourth neighborhood high school
Best option. A fourth comprehensive neighborhood
school is what is needed.

Other thoughts

Increased traffic in a half mile stretch, mixing of
all grade levels, temporary solution, limited
program offering.
Few will want to go there if it's not comparable to
the other three schools

Kenmore would be a good site for a future
2200 seat comprehensive high school. Think
about that potential future expansion if you
build there.

Why is it necessary to build a new building
when others are available?
Bad idea overall - you would be creating a
second-class experience for some APS

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
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*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

This location does not seem to be where the
greatest need exists. Additionally the traffic
concerns on long Carlin Springs are significant.
Building a school that cannot offer comparable
programs, activities and courses is unfair to the
students who to there. I suspect there will be
pressure to add offerings over time in a very
expensive way.

Best option in preparing for the future.

We need the VHC parcel so that we can move
the middle school there eventually

This is the biggest parcel of land. The flattest.
The best option for a 4th COMPREHENSIVE
high school in the future. This is the only
option that makes sense.

If the new 1,300 seat high school can't offer all of
the activities, programs, and courses that are
That neighborhood might benefit from having a local
presently offered at Arlington's 3 existing high
high school
schools, this new high school won't be attractive
to students and parents
location, location, location - it is so important and it is
will need to be creative so that the same
central; another neighborhood high school is what we
activities, courses can be offered
are going to need
Why can't APS complete the land swap with
the VHC land, create a middle school on that
property, and then be able to offer similar
activities as at the other high schools?

Strongly support this option. APS needs to build a 4th
comprehensive high school to accommodate the
increase in student enrollment.
we need this
Most room. Good transportation links.

traffic is already bad on carlyn springs
Best option.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
site • Kenmore remains as a Middle School
• Building added for a 1,300 seat Neighborhood
High School*
*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Fairly centrally located, plenty of room for an
eventual comprehensive high school

Traffic on Carlin Springs, which could potentially
be lessened by allowing bus services for most
students

Seems to be at the heart of where growth and seats
are needed
This preserves ability for 4th comprehensive hs.
Like the idea of a neighborhood high school. Gives
option to move Kenmore MS if more high school
seats since more seats will be needed immediately.

Local resistance (but you will recieve that
everywhere).
Redrawing boundaries

Other thoughts
This is by far the best option, given that the
Kenmore site COULD BE used as a
comprehensive high school, with all of the
activities, programs and courses as the other
high schools in the future.
This is the preferred choice.
This is the best option.
Should be a comprehensive high school.

Smaller learning environment

Would need to staff an entire school, would take
time to come together and gel as a community.

None

The area is already incredibly congested with
traffic in the morning. It is poorly located for
improving the diversity of of our schools.

None. Why can't it be a program if it's here? Make it
a choice if you can't offer same amenities.

Build a 1300 choice school here, in a way that
I don't understand why it has to be neighborhood would allow for future expansion into a
zoned if it's here?
comprehensive HS if you can move the MS to
another site at some future point.

Dumb idea.

(Feedback from Apr 14-18 ) At the Kenmore M.S.
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*A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may not
be able to offer all of the activities, programs,
and courses that are presently offered at
Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.

Strengths

Challenges

Other thoughts

I am concerned about the asterisked comment.
Would students be required to attend this
neighborhood high school? If so, it is a disservice
and disadvantage to not allow those students the
same opportunities as students attending the
other 3 high schools.
Build it attached to Kenmore so you can move the
middle school later and turn it into a comprehensive
after you move the middle school. This is by far the
best option. Do this.

Money. That's mostly it. The neighborhood likes Stop trying to force us to accept the Ed
this idea!
Center.

May be slightly closer to the locus of the projected
capacity deficit than where the career center site is
located

The asterisk noted above

Closer to the real answer of builfing a fourth
comprehensive HS.

Still dilutes non-classroom opportunities across
more students.

I think it's critical that APS does whatever it
can to ensure that a neighborhood high school
at this location CAN offer all of the activities,
programs, and courses that are presently
offered at Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and
Build the fourth comprehensive high school
the county OBVIOUSLY needs. It's time to
lead or get out of the way, because failure in
this imperils my child's education.

